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Omicron, Ination & the Policy Response
• The Omicron variant has led to the rapid spread of COVID throughout the United States and

is weighing on economic growth at the start of the year. This variant appears to result in fewer
serious complications, but still requires large numbers of workers to isolate themselves for a
few days. The spike in COVID cases is worsening labor shortages and further delaying the return
to oce. The edgling improvement in supply chains will also likely be slowed or even partially
reversed.

• Economic engagement has been less aected than employment, but has still moderated across
much of the country. Air travel has been among the most aected industries, reecting the large
number of ights canceled due to shortages of ight crews. OpenTable's restaurant reservations
data also show a marked pullback, particularly in markets more dependent upon business travel.

• We have slightly trimmed our estimates for fourth quarter growth, reecting slightly less robust
growth in consumer spending and some moderate changes in business xed investment. We now
estimate that real GDP expanded at a 5.9% annualized rate during Q4 and grew 5.6% in 2021.
Omicron will take a greater toll on rst quarter growth, which we now expect to come in at a
2.9% pace. Growth for all of 2022 is now pegged at 3.9%, down half a percentage point from last
month's forecast.

• We have raised our estimates for ination. After climbing 4.7% this past year, we now see the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) rising 5.4% in 2022. We look for the core CPI to rise just slightly
less than that, climbing 5.2% in 2022, after rising 3.6% this past year. Residential rent is likely to
become a greater driver in the ination data and supply chain disruptions will likely take longer
to unwind. The PCE deator is expected to rise 4.2% in 2022, up slightly from last year's 3.9%
increase. The core PCE deator is expected to rise 4.0% in 2022, up from 3.3% this past year.

• With ination proving more persistent, the Federal Reserve has sped up its timetable for winding
down quantitative easing and is likely to begin raising interest rates sooner and more aggressively
than previously expected. We now look for the Fed to raise interest rates four times in 2022,
with the rst move possibly coming as early as March. The Fed will also likely begin to shrink its
balance sheet well before year-end, although the timing and composition of that have yet to be
determined by Fed ocials.

All estimates/forecasts are as of 1/13/2022 unless otherwise stated. 1/13/2022 6:00:08 EST. This report is available on Bloomberg WFRE
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Policy Shifts Toward the Post-COVID Economy, Even as Omicron Rages On
The new year began similarly to the prior year, with COVID raging across the country and around the
world. The spread is being driven by the Omicron variant, which is more contagious than prior variants.
The seven-day average of daily new cases has surged to its highest level of the pandemic, averaging
just over 750,000 per day, according to the latest data from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. Hospitalizations have also spiked along with new case counts, but serious complications
from COVID are far less prevalent with Omicron than they were with earlier variants. The greatest risks
to the economy are from further disruptions to the labor market, where job openings remain near all-
time highs and shortages of workers are causing businesses to adjust their operations due to the lack
of workers.

The surge in Omicron cases is also reducing consumer spending at the start of the year. Most high-
frequency series show consumers reducing their engagement in economic activities in late December
and early January. Even a mild case of COVID requires individuals to isolate themselves for ve days
or more. The sheer volume of cases means the number of people isolating themselves approximate
earlier surges. Fortunately, the pace at which Omicron is burning through the country is faster than
previous variants. The experience from South Africa and elsewhere suggests the surge should peak in
the next week or two. The number of daily COVID cases could subside as quickly as it surged.

Even if COVID subsides relatively quickly, the toll on rst quarter growth is likely to be meaningful. The
timetable for moving beyond the virus, including the return to oce and return of business travel, has
been pushed out. The resurgence of COVID around the world has also led to production shutdowns
and port closures, which threatens to reverse the incipient improvement in supply chains. Prices for
lumber have surged in recent weeks, following oods in western Canada and mill shutdowns due to
worker shortages. A number of critical Chinese ports have also closed or reduced operations due to an
uptick in COVID cases locally.

Even as COVID cases spike across the country and around the world, monetary and scal policies are
shifting toward the stance they will need in the post-COVID economy. Late last year, West Virginia
Senator Joe Manchin announced he could not support President Biden's Build Back Better program,
as some estimates indicate the bill could cost as much as $5 trillion instead of the widely stated $1.85
trillion, if the provisions in the bill, including the Child Care Tax Credit, were extended for the entire 10-
year period rather than ending at various times within the 10-year bill. Senator Manchin's objections
to the bill were that it was too expensive and would add to inationary pressures, while reducing the
incentive for workers to return to the workforce. We had not included the direct eects of the Build
Back Better program in our 2022 forecast. The ending of the Child Care Tax Credit, however, will
reduce after-tax income growth during the rst quarter and will likely weigh on consumer spending. A
smaller reconciliation bill may be enacted this spring, but the thrust of scal policy is now moving away
from the emergency measures adopted earlier in the pandemic.

Fed Chair Jerome Powell also made it clear during his Senate nomination hearing that the time for
emergency monetary policy measures had passed and the Fed would now focus on containing the
threat that higher ination poses to long-run economic growth. Throughout most of last year, the
Fed's statements on ination focused on the idea that much of the rise in ination was transitory,
due to demand having rebounded much sooner than supply. Ination ared up in a similar fashion
following the end of World War II. The current circumstance is somewhat dierent, however, in that
the acceleration in prices follows an extraordinary expansion in scal policy that was accommodated
by an expansive monetary policy. Ination has risen higher than the Fed had expected and has aected
wages and corporate psychology more than it had thought it would. The persistence of near-zero,
short-term interest rates has also led to signicant increases in asset prices, with equity markets,
cryptocurrencies, home prices, commercial real estate, NFTs and collectibles all soaring in value.

The key takeaway from Powell's nomination hearing is that the Fed is serious about containing the
threat of higher ination and will aggressively raise interest rates this year and also begin to reduce
the size of its $8.8 trillion balance sheet. We now expect the Federal Reserve to raise the federal funds
rate at least four times this year—up from the two rate hikes we forecasted just a month ago—and we
suspect the Committee will implement three additional rate hikes in 2023. The rst hike will likely be
in March, which is also when the Fed is slated to end the expansion of its balance sheet. Quantitative
easing began during the darkest days of the pandemic and began to wind down in November. The
FOMC may decide to put o a rate hike in March if uncertainties related to COVID continue to linger,
but we would expect that any delay would be short and still expect four hikes this year. The Fed would
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likely make up any lost ground this spring, when Omicron should be in the rearview mirror. We also look
for the Fed to begin reducing the size of its balance sheet later this year.

The Lack of a Policy Tailwind Will Cause Growth to Moderate
We have slightly reduced our forecast for 2022 economic growth, given the near-term threat from
Omicron and the less accommodative stance of monetary and scal polices. With all of the talk of
interest rate hikes and reducing the size of the Fed's balance sheet, it is easy to forget that monetary
policy is still currently accommodative. The federal funds rate is close to zero and the Fed will still be
adding to its balance sheet through March. Even after the Fed starts hiking interest rates, monetary
policy will still remain accommodative. It will just become increasingly less accommodative until short-
term rates begin to approach the nancial markets' long-term ination expectations. With this year's
budget decit projected to be $1.3 trillion, scal policy is also accommodative. The decit for the prior
year, however, was more than double that level, at $2.8 trillion. Moreover, the abrupt end to the Child
Care Tax Credit likely will have an immediate impact on spending in the rst quarter.

The switch from accommodative monetary and scal policies to less accommodative policies
essentially removes the tailwind the economy enjoyed since businesses began to reopen during the
spring of 2020. Moreover, the shift to a restrictive monetary policy has been pulled forward from
somewhere around the middle of the decade to late 2023 or early 2024. As such, we have reduced
our forecast for economic growth for this year and next. After growing 5.6% in 2021, we expect real
GDP to rise 3.9% in 2022 and 3.1% in 2023. The comparable numbers from last month pegged 2021
growth at 5.7% and called for real GDP to rise 4.4% in 2022 and 3.0% in 2023. The reduction to 2022
nal demand was slightly larger than headline GDP growth, with the dierence made up from more
inventory investment.
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We have lowered our near-term forecast for consumer spending, as the Omicron variant and high
ination weigh on real spending. We now project that real personal consumption expenditure (PCE)
grew at an annualized rate of 5.0% in Q4-2021 and will grow 2.3% (annualized) in the rst quarter
of 2022, which are down from the respective 5.5% and 3.2% rates we expected in December. The
downward adjustment is mostly due to the immediate spike in COVID cases, which have caused
consumers to dial back their spending on restaurant dining, travel and other high-contact services.
That said, some high-frequency measures have pointed to a desensitization among consumers, driving
them to continue their daily activities despite the risk of infection, at least to a greater degree than
they have in the past. The abrupt ending to the Child Care Tax Credit will also slow consumer sending in
the near term. We have reduced our estimate for Q1-2022 real PCE by almost a full percentage point.
In addition to the deterioration in public health, we also expect the rst quarter to coincide with the
peak rate of ination, as we see the CPI topping out at 7.0% year-over-year growth.

The risks to ination remain to the upside, however. While supply chain disruptions are likely to
gradually dissipate over the next year, supply chains are not likely to normalize for several years.
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Moreover, there still appears to be quite a bit of ination in the pipeline, emanating from sharply higher
rents and higher commodity prices, and we expect the CPI to rise 5.4% in 2022 and look for the core
CPI to rise 5.2%. The Fed's preferred ination measure, the core PCE deator, is expected to rise 4.0%
this year and remain well above 2% for at least the next couple of years.

Services spending is the primary driver of our full-year real PCE growth in 2022 and 2023, but
Omicron could take the wind out of the service sector recovery early on this year. Even if consumers
are less worried by COVID than they have been in the past, persistent stang shortages have gotten
a little worse since cases began to spike late last year. Moreover, hospitalizations have risen to their
highest levels of the pandemic, which may crowd out some other healthcare outlays. We expect
COVID-related disruptions to consumer spending to be relatively short-lived and look for spending to
rebound this spring. Our longer-term outlook remains roughly unchanged, aside from some additional
softness in the second half of 2023, when the cumulative eects of less accommodative monetary
and scal policies are likely to take hold. Even with that additional moderation, consumer spending
would continue to support overall economic growth. There is huge pent-up demand for new cars and
light trucks, which remain extremely scarce. Consumers' balance sheets also remain extraordinarily
strong, with households sitting on $2.3 trillion of excess savings built up during the pandemic and
debt-to-income measures remaining near recent lows.

Supply Issues Are Weighing on Business Investment
Business xed investment has been one of the harder areas to gauge during the pandemic. While
orders for core nondefense capital goods have been exceptionally strong, persistent supply chain
issues have lengthened the timeline between when capital equipment is ordered and when it is
produced and shipped. Much of the problem is likely due to the increased use of digital technologies
in most machinery, which means the outlook for business xed investment is increasingly tied to the
availability of semiconductor chips. The global semiconductor shortage clearly weighed on output
during the fourth quarter, when we project equipment spending fell at a 2.3% annual rate. That
drop likely means business xed investment amounted to just a 1.9% annualized growth rate in Q4
and slowed growth for 2021 as a whole to 7.3%. Business spending on intellectual property did not
experience the same fallout and remains roughly in line with our December estimates.

Despite the slower near-term investment numbers, we still expect businesses to steadily invest
throughout 2022 and 2023 and forecast year-over-year increases to be 4.1% and 4.6%, respectively.
Equipment investment is expected to bounce back during the rst quarter. One of the driving
forces for business xed investment is to reduce the labor needed to produce goods and provide
services. Investment in automation and labor-saving equipment is likely to remain strong well into this
expansion, as labor costs have risen dramatically in most high-contact services, requiring wholesale
changes in many rms' business models. Structures investment also appears set for better days. The
re-shoring of manufacturing operations from overseas should also gain additional momentum as
the economy moves past COVID. Moreover, the shift to a more carbon-neutral economy is driving
signicant investment in battery plants for electric vehicles and new assembly plants. Investment
in new warehouses also remains a high-priority area, and oce and retail development also appear
poised for stronger growth, mostly in the Sun Belt.

Another major change we have made to our business investment forecast is business inventories. For
months, manufacturers have been humming to restock shelves to what seems like no avail. Despite
their eorts, the inventory-to-sales ratio dropped to 1.24 in October, which matches the record low
set in March 2011, in data going back to 1992. In a bid to avoid missing out on lost sales from low
inventory this year, we now see larger inventory builds in three of four quarters in 2022, as businesses
try desperately to stockpile needed supplies. Rebuilding these inventories should help boost real GDP
signicantly, adding as much as 1.2pp to the headline in Q2 as well as 0.7pp in Q3 and Q4 of this year.

Homebuilding is another area of the economy that has been held back by supply shortages. The impact
is most apparent in new home construction, where persistent shortages of building materials and
labor have extended project timelines for single-family homes and apartments. With project timelines
extended, the number of single-family homes and apartments currently under construction has
skyrocketed. During November, there were 752,000 single-family homes under construction, the
most in over a decade. The number of multifamily buildings under construction, most of which are
apartments, stands at 734,000, the highest since 1974. Supply-side headwinds appeared to be easing
last fall, but worsened late last year following devastating oods in western Canada and the resurgence
in COVID cases.
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Despite supply-side headwinds, home building ended 2021 on a strong note. Housing starts jumped
11.8% in November to a 1.679-million unit pace. Builders also remain upbeat. The NAHB/Wells Fargo
Housing Market Index (HMI), rose one point to 84 in December, nearing its all-time high. The strength
in home builder condence starkly contrasts with consumers' views on the housing market. The
proportion of consumers that feel now is a good time to buy a home remains near record lows. The
dichotomy between builders' view and that of consumers is likely due to the lack of new and existing
homes available for sale and the dramatic rise in home prices seen over the past 18 months. Home
prices have risen much faster than income, resulting in diminished housing aordability across much of
the country. Consumers have responded by moving further out into the suburbs or relocating to more
aordable metro areas, but supplies are tight nearly everywhere.

The lack of supply should keep home building near current levels throughout much of this year. After
starting construction on 1.59 million homes and apartments in 2021, we are looking for housing starts
to total 1.66 million units this year and 1.63 million units in 2023. Residential investment will only rise
modestly this year, however, as sales commissions from existing home sales are likely to be relatively
at amid rising mortgage rates. Single-family construction and apartment development will also
spread further out into suburbs, where smaller and more modestly priced projects, which have largely
been lacking since the pandemic, are likely to account for a larger share of overall construction.
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Key Assumptions Underpinning Our Forecast
• Our forecast assumes that current and future waves of rising COVID cases do not lead to

widespread government restrictions in the United States.

• Our forecast does not include any additional major federal scal policy bills, such as the Democrats'
proposed Build Back Better Plan.

• Our forecast assumes that supply chain disruptions are not resolved until later this year.
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U.S. Forecast Table

4 2010 q12021
2020

2020 2021 2022 2023

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Real Gross Domestic Product (a) -5.1 q12021 -31.2 q12021 33.8 4.5 6.3 6.7 2.3 5.9 2.9 3.7 3.4 3.5 3.2 q12021 2.9 2.4 2.0 -3.4 ### ### 5.6 ### ### 3.9 ### ### 3.1

Personal Consumption -6.9 q12021 -33.4 q12021 41.4 3.4 11.4 12.0 2.0 5.0 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 q12021 2.7 2.1 1.7 -3.8 ### ### 8.0 ### ### 3.4 ### ### 2.6

Business Fixed Investment -8.1 q12021 -30.3 q12021 18.7 12.5 12.9 9.2 1.7 1.9 4.5 4.7 5.5 5.0 5.0 q12021 4.1 3.7 3.3 -5.3 ### ### 7.3 ### ### 4.1 ### ### 4.6

Equipment -21.3 q12021 -36.2 q12021 55.9 26.4 14.1 12.1 -2.3 -2.3 5.1 4.9 6.8 5.5 5.3 q12021 3.6 2.8 2.0 -8.3 ### ### 12.7 ### ### 3.3 ### ### 4.7

Intellectual Property Products 3.8 q12021 -10.6 q12021 8.1 10.2 15.6 12.5 9.1 9.1 6.0 5.6 5.1 4.9 5.1 q12021 4.8 5.0 5.0 2.8 ### ### 10.1 ### ### 7.1 ### ### 5.0

Structures -0.9 q12021 -46.8 q12021 -15.3 -8.2 5.4 -3.0 -4.1 -3.5 -1.0 1.5 2.6 3.3 3.9 q12021 3.4 3.1 2.9 -12.5 ### ### -7.7 ### ### -0.8 ### ### 3.2

Residential Investment 20.4 q12021 -30.7 q12021 59.9 34.4 13.3 -11.7 -7.7 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.5 4.5 4.0 q12021 3.5 3.0 2.5 6.8 ### ### 9.2 ### ### 0.7 ### ### 3.8

Government Purchases 3.7 q12021 3.9 q12021 -2.1 -0.5 4.2 -2.0 0.9 0.5 2.2 3.2 2.4 2.2 1.9 q12021 1.9 1.8 1.7 2.5 ### ### 0.7 ### ### 1.7 ### ### 2.1
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Net Exports -841.9 q12021 -774.8 q12021 -1021.3 -1132.8 -1226.1 -1244.5 -1316.6 -1331.1 -1365.2 -1398.8 -1426.5 -1446.1 -1450.8 q12021 -1455.2 -1457.1 -1459.6 -942.7 ### ### -1279.6 ### ### -1409.1 ### ### -1455.6

Pct. Point Contribution to GDP -0.1 q12021 1.5 q12021 -3.3 -1.7 -1.6 -0.2 -1.3 -0.3 -0.7 -0.7 -0.6 -0.4 -0.1 q12021 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.2 ### ### -1.8 ### ### -0.7 ### ### -0.2

Inventory Change -30.4 q12021 -252.8 q12021 25.3 88.8 -88.3 -168.5 -66.8 33.9 75.0 133.0 166.0 200.0 200.0 q12021 200.0 200.0 200.0 -42.3 ### ### -72.4 ### ### 143.5 ### ### 200.0

Pct. Point Contribution to GDP -0.5 q12021 -4.0 q12021 6.8 1.1 -2.6 -1.3 2.2 2.1 0.8 1.2 0.7 0.7 0.0 q12021 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.6 ### ### -0.2 ### ### 1.1 ### ### 0.3
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Nominal GDP (a) -3.9 q12021 -32.4 q12021 38.7 6.6 10.9 13.4 8.4 13.2 6.8 6.7 6.2 6.0 5.5 q12021 5.2 4.8 4.4 -2.2 ### ### 10.0 ### ### 8.4 ### ### 5.5

Real Final Sales -4.6 q12021 -27.6 q12021 25.9 3.4 9.1 8.1 0.1 5.7 2.1 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.2 q12021 2.9 2.5 2.0 -2.9 ### ### 5.6 ### ### 3.1 ### ### 2.8

Retail Sales (b) 1.2 q12021 -7.9 q12021 3.9 3.7 14.8 32.0 15.1 18.0 8.8 3.7 5.8 4.4 3.9 q12021 2.6 2.7 2.8 0.2 ### ### 19.6 ### ### 5.6 ### ### 3.0
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Inflation Indicators (b) q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

PCE Deflator 1.7 q12021 0.6 q12021 1.2 1.2 1.8 3.9 4.3 5.5 5.5 4.6 3.9 3.0 2.6 q12021 2.4 2.3 2.3 1.2 ### ### 3.9 ### ### 4.2 ### ### 2.4

"Core" PCE Deflator 1.8 q12021 1.0 q12021 1.5 1.4 1.7 3.4 3.6 4.5 4.9 4.2 3.8 3.3 2.9 2.6 2.5 2.5 1.4 ### ### 3.3 ### ### 4.0 ### ### 2.6

Consumer Price Index 2.1 q12021 0.4 q12021 1.3 1.2 1.9 4.8 5.3 6.7 7.0 5.8 5.1 3.7 3.1 q12021 2.6 2.2 2.1 1.2 ### ### 4.7 ### ### 5.4 ### ### 2.5

"Core" Consumer Price Index 2.2 q12021 1.3 q12021 1.7 1.6 1.4 3.7 4.1 5.0 6.1 5.3 5.0 4.4 3.7 q12021 2.9 2.5 2.3 1.7 ### ### 3.6 ### ### 5.2 ### ### 2.8

Producer Price Index (Final Demand) 1.1 q12021 -1.0 q12021 0.0 0.7 2.9 6.9 8.3 9.5 8.5 6.5 4.7 3.2 2.5 q12021 2.3 2.2 2.4 0.2 ### ### 6.9 ### ### 5.7 ### ### 2.4

Employment Cost Index 2.8 q12021 2.7 q12021 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.9 3.7 4.0 4.1 4.3 3.7 3.5 3.3 q12021 3.3 3.2 3.3 2.6 ### ### 3.3 ### ### 3.9 ### ### 3.3
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Real Disposable Income (b) 1.6 q12021 12.5 q12021 6.9 4.0 15.1 -4.3 -0.9 -0.4 -11.1 -2.9 -1.1 1.2 2.2 q12021 2.5 2.5 2.5 6.2 ### ### 2.1 ### ### -3.6 ### ### 2.4

Nominal Personal Income (b) 3.3 q12021 10.9 q12021 7.1 4.8 16.1 1.6 5.2 6.7 -4.2 2.4 3.2 4.2 4.8 q12021 5.0 4.8 4.8 6.5 ### ### 7.2 ### ### 1.3 ### ### 4.9

Industrial Production (a) -6.7 q12021 -42.4 q12021 44.5 8.2 4.0 6.5 3.8 5.7 4.1 3.8 3.4 3.0 3.0 q12021 3.2 3.3 3.0 -7.2 ### ### 5.6 ### ### 4.3 ### ### 3.2

Capacity Utilization 75.3 q12021 65.6 q12021 71.9 73.4 74.1 75.2 75.8 76.7 77.4 78.1 78.7 79.3 79.7 q12021 80.0 80.4 80.9 71.6 ### ### 75.5 ### ### 78.4 ### ### 80.3

Corporate Profits Before Taxes (b) -5.6 q12021 -18.6 q12021 2.3 0.9 17.6 45.1 19.7 23.0 17.5 8.0 4.0 3.0 1.6 q12021 2.0 2.5 3.0 -5.2 ### ### 25.6 ### ### 7.8 ### ### 2.3

Corporate Profits After Taxes -3.8 q12021 -18.3 q12021 2.1 1.1 14.7 43.4 18.2 22.3 17.5 8.0 4.0 3.0 1.6 q12021 2.0 2.5 3.0 -4.7 ### ### 23.9 ### ### 7.8 ### ### 2.3
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ###
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Federal Budget Balance (c) -386.9 q12021 -2000.9 q12021 -387.6 -572.9 -1133.4 -531.7 -534.3 -393.6 -524.0 -81.7 -300.7 -296.1 -432.1 q12021 33.9 -205.7 -297.5 -3131.9 2020 2020 -2772.2 2020 2020 -1300.0 2020 2020 -900.0

Trade Weighted Dollar Index (d) 112.7 q12021 110.3 q12021 106.5 103.3 104.2 102.8 105.3 108.2 109.8 111.5 113.3 114.3 115.3 q12021 115.8 116.3 116.0 109.0 ### ### 104.6 ### ### 112.2 ### ### 115.8
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Nonfarm Payroll Change (e) -359.7 q12021 -4333.3 q12021 1341.7 212.7 518.0 615.0 651.0 365.3 308.3 333.3 228.3 215.0 210.0 q12021 200.0 190.0 175.0 -784.7 2020 2020 537.3 2020 2020 271.3 2020 2020 193.8

Unemployment Rate 3.8 q12021 13.0 q12021 8.8 6.8 6.2 5.9 5.1 4.2 3.8 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.3 q12021 3.3 3.2 3.2 8.1 ### ### 5.4 ### ### 3.6 ### ### 3.3

Housing Starts (f) 1.49 q12021 1.09 q12021 1.44 1.58 1.60 1.59 1.56 1.61 1.62 1.68 1.66 1.67 1.65 q12021 1.63 1.61 1.61 1.38 ### ### 1.59 ### ### 1.66 ### ### 1.63

Light Vehicle Sales (g) 15.0 q12021 11.3 q12021 15.4 16.2 16.8 16.9 13.3 12.8 15.9 16.6 16.8 17.2 17.2 q12021 17.4 17.5 17.6 14.5 ### ### 15.0 ### ### 16.6 ### ### 17.4

Crude Oil - Brent - Front Contract (h) 51.0 q12021 34.7 q12021 43.8 45.5 60.9 68.6 72.5 79.0 76.0 73.0 70.0 69.0 68.0 q12021 67.0 67.0 66.0 43.7 ### ### 70.3 ### ### 72.0 ### ### 67.0
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Quarter-End Interest Rates (i) q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Federal Funds Target Rate 0.25 q12021 0.25 q12021 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 q12021 1.75 2.00 2.00 0.50 ### ### 0.25 ### ### 0.88 ### ### 1.81

Secured Overnight Financing Rate 0.01 q12021 0.10 q12021 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.30 0.55 0.80 1.05 1.35 1.60 1.85 1.85 0.36 ### ### 0.04 ### ### 0.68 ### ### 1.66

3 Month LIBOR 1.45 q12021 0.30 q12021 0.23 0.24 0.19 0.15 0.13 0.21 0.45 0.70 0.95 1.20 1.50 q12021 1.75 2.00 2.05 0.65 ### ### 0.16 ### ### 0.83 ### ### 1.83

Prime Rate 3.25 q12021 3.25 q12021 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 q12021 4.75 5.00 5.00 3.50 ### ### 3.25 ### ### 3.88 ### ### 4.81

Conventional Mortgage Rate 3.45 q12021 3.16 q12021 2.89 2.69 3.08 2.98 2.87 3.10 3.35 3.60 3.70 3.75 3.80 q12021 3.85 3.85 3.90 3.12 ### ### 2.95 ### ### 3.60 ### ### 3.85

3 Month Bill 0.11 q12021 0.16 q12021 0.10 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.35 0.60 0.85 1.10 1.35 q12021 1.60 1.85 1.90 0.36 ### ### 0.04 ### ### 0.73 ### ### 1.68

6 Month Bill 0.15 q12021 0.18 q12021 0.11 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.19 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 q12021 1.75 1.90 2.00 0.37 ### ### 0.06 ### ### 0.88 ### ### 1.79

1 Year Bill 0.17 q12021 0.16 q12021 0.12 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.39 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.70 q12021 1.90 2.00 2.10 0.37 ### ### 0.10 ### ### 1.13 ### ### 1.93

2 Year Note 0.23 q12021 0.16 q12021 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.25 0.28 0.73 1.20 1.45 1.70 1.90 2.00 q12021 2.10 2.15 2.20 0.39 ### ### 0.27 ### ### 1.56 ### ### 2.11

5 Year Note 0.37 q12021 0.29 q12021 0.28 0.36 0.92 0.87 0.98 1.26 1.70 1.85 1.95 2.05 2.15 q12021 2.20 2.20 2.25 0.53 ### ### 0.86 ### ### 1.89 ### ### 2.20

10 Year Note 0.70 q12021 0.66 q12021 0.69 0.93 1.74 1.45 1.52 1.52 1.90 2.05 2.15 2.20 2.25 q12021 2.30 2.30 2.35 0.89 ### ### 1.45 ### ### 2.08 ### ### 2.30

30 Year Bond 1.35 q12021 1.41 q12021 1.46 1.65 2.41 2.06 2.08 1.90 2.25 2.35 2.40 2.45 2.45 q12021 2.50 2.50 2.55 1.56 ### ### 2.06 ### ### 2.36 ### ### 2.50
q12021 q12021 ### ### ### ### ### ###

Forecast as of: January 13, 2022

Notes: (a) Compound Annual Growth Rate Quarter-over-Quarter (f) Millions of Units - Annual Data - Not Seasonally Adjusted

 (b) Year-over-Year Percentage Change (g) Quarterly Data - Average Monthly SAAR; Annual Data - Actual Total Vehicles Sold

 (c) Quarterly Sum - Billions USD; Annual Data Represents Fiscal Yr. (h) Quarterly Average of Daily Close

 (d) Federal Reserve Advanced Foreign Economies Index, 2006=100 - Quarter End (i) Annual Numbers Represent Averages

 (e) Average Monthly Change

Actual Actual

2023

Wells Fargo U.S. Economic Forecast

Forecast

20222020 2021

Forecast

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, IHS Markit, Federal Reserve Board and Wells Fargo Economics
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Changes to the U.S. Forecast

q12021
2020

2020 2021 2022 2020 2021 2022 2023

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q
q12021 q12021 q12021

Real Gross Domestic Product (a) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 -2.10 -0.86 0.33 -0.12 0.39 0.03 -0.01 -0.28 -0.43 0.00 -0.11 -0.50 0.02

Personal Consumption q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 -0.49 -0.89 0.03 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.23 -0.42 0.00 0.00 -0.28 -0.05

Business Fixed Investment q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 -4.81 -0.08 0.06 -0.14 -0.09 0.09 0.08 -0.65 -0.97 0.00 -0.30 -0.92 -0.14

Equipment q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 -8.45 0.61 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.66 -2.33 0.00 -0.59 -1.37 -0.33

Intellectual Property Products q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.24 -1.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.14 -0.32 0.00

Structures q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.92 -2.00 -2.20 -0.90 -0.90 -0.60 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.50 0.00 -0.01 -1.12 0.07

Residential Investment q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.56 -1.00 -1.00 -0.50 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.02 -0.32 0.85

Government Purchases q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 -0.60 -1.20 0.50 -0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.03 -0.33 0.02
q12021 q12021 q12021

q12021 q12021 q12021

Net Exports q12021 0.0 q1202 0.0 q1202 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -4.4 -52.4 -55.4 -89.3 -120.1 -135.2 -136.6 -137.7 -138.7 -139.8 0.0 -14.2 -100.0 -138.2

Pct. Point Contribution to GDP q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.10 -0.99 -0.06 -0.68 -0.61 -0.30 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.08 -0.44 -0.19

Inventory Change q12021 0.0 q1202 0.0 q1202 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.4 15.1 18.7 62.6 89.0 121.2 121.2 119.3 117.4 117.4 0.0 5.4 72.9 118.8

Pct. Point Contribution to GDP q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.18 0.08 0.89 0.53 0.64 0.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.35 0.23
q12021 q12021 q12021

q12021 q12021 q12021

Nominal GDP q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 -1.66 -0.85 0.41 0.16 0.67 0.32 0.37 0.15 0.07 0.00 -0.07 -0.33 0.34

Real Final Sales q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 -2.35 -0.94 -0.58 -0.65 -0.25 0.05 0.05 -0.23 -0.42 0.00 -0.13 -0.85 -0.20

Retail Sales (b) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 -0.07 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.36 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.42 0.00
q12021 q12021 q12021

q12021 q12021 q12021

Inflation Indicators (b) q12021 q12021 q12021

PCE Deflator q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.23 0.16 0.22 0.30 0.34 0.39 0.00 0.04 0.18 0.31

"Core" PCE Deflator q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.11 0.20 0.31 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.39 0.46 0.00 0.03 0.31 0.39

Consumer Price Index q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 -0.02 0.03 0.15 0.24 0.38 0.41 0.39 0.40 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.39

"Core" Consumer Price Index q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.06 -0.02 0.21 0.38 0.58 0.63 0.49 0.45 0.47 0.00 -0.01 0.29 0.51

Producer Price Index (Final Demand) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.41 0.58 0.75 0.77 0.61 0.64 0.73 0.78 0.96 0.00 0.14 0.67 0.78

Employment Cost Index q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.18 0.26 0.38 0.43 0.43 0.41 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.42
q12021 q12021 q12021

q12021 q12021 q12021

Real Disposable Income (b) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 -0.25 -0.66 -0.91 -0.77 -0.67 -0.24 -0.14 -0.34 -0.38 0.00 -0.08 -0.75 -0.28

Nominal Personal Income (b) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.01 -0.43 -0.64 -0.46 -0.50 -0.02 0.16 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.51 0.04

Industrial Production (a) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 -0.14 1.11 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.21 0.00

Capacity Utilization q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00

Corporate Profits Before Taxes (b) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.01 -1.50 -2.20 -1.10 -1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.10 0.00 -0.68 -1.08 -0.02

Corporate Profits After Taxes q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.98 -1.50 -2.20 -1.00 -1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.10 0.00 -0.67 -1.06 -0.02
q12021 q12021 q12021

q12021 q12021 q12021

Federal Budget Balance (c) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 35.08 -11.69 -11.69 -11.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 0.00 0.00

Trade Weighted Dollar Index (d) q12021 -0.07 q1202 -0.06 q1202 -0.08 -0.08 -0.02 -0.05 -0.05 -0.80 -1.00 -0.50 0.50 1.00 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.00 -0.06 -0.81 0.00 1.81
q12021 q12021 q12021

q12021 q12021 q12021

Nonfarm Payroll Change (e) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -20.00 -150.00 -58.33 -40.00 -40.00 -30.00 -25.00 -25.00 -25.00 0.00 -5.00 -72.08 -26.25

Unemployment Rate q12021 0.00 q1202 -0.10 q1202 0.03 0.00 0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.07 -0.20 -0.27 -0.23 -0.20 -0.20 -0.23 -0.23 -0.20 -0.02 -0.02 -0.23 -0.22

Housing Starts (f) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 -0.02 0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.01

Light Vehicle Sales (g) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.23 0.00 0.00

Crude Oil - Brent - Front Contract (h) q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.03 6.00 2.00 -1.00 -1.50 -2.50 -3.00 -3.00 -3.00 0.00 0.26 1.38 -2.88
q12021 q12021 q12021

q12021 q12021 q12021

Quarter-End Interest Rates (i) q12021 q12021 q12021

Federal Funds Target Rate q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.50

Secured Overnight Financing Rate 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.50

3 Month LIBOR q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.30 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.00 0.01 0.41 0.49

Prime Rate q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.50

Conventional Mortgage Rate q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.00 -0.06 0.04 0.07

3 Month Bill q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.30 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.44

6 Month Bill 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.35 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.38

1 Year Bill 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.40 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.31

2 Year Note q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.45 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.35 0.25 0.20 0.00 -0.04 0.48 0.30

5 Year Note q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.00 -0.13 0.26 0.14

10 Year Note q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.00 -0.12 0.06 0.07

30 Year Bond q12021 0.00 q1202 0.00 q1202 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 -0.06 0.02 0.02
q12021 q12021 q12021

Forecast as of: January 13, 2022

Notes: (a) Compound Annual Growth Rate Quarter-over-Quarter (f) Millions of Units - Annual Data - Not Seasonally Adjusted

 (b) Year-over-Year Percentage Change (g) Quarterly Data - Average Monthly SAAR; Annual Data - Actual Total Vehicles Sold

 (c) Quarterly Sum - Billions USD; Annual Data Represents Fiscal Yr. (h) Quarterly Average of Daily Close

 (d) Federal Reserve Advanced Foreign Economies Index, 2006=100 - Quarter End (i) Annual Numbers Represent Averages

 (e) Average Monthly Change

2023

Changes to the Wells Fargo U.S. Economic Forecast

ForecastActualForecastActual

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, IHS Markit, Federal Reserve Board and Wells Fargo Economics
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Personal Consumption Expenditures
• We have lowered our near-term forecast as the Omicron variant and high ination weigh on real

spending. We now expect real PCE grew at an annualized rate of 5.0% in Q4-2021 and will grow
2.3% (annualized) in the rst quarter of 2022, which are down from the respective 5.5% and 3.2%
rates we expected in December.

• The contours for our 2023 forecast remain roughly the same, as we see real PCE growth
moderating over our forecast horizon. Year-over-year growth held steady at 2.6% in 2023. But
we now expect a softer end of the year and have shaved o 0.3pp and 0.4pp from our previous
respective Q3 and Q4 annualized growth rates.

• The only full-year growth rate that these changes aected was for 2022. We now see real PCE
growing 3.4% over the year in 2022 instead of the 3.7% pace we previously forecast. Despite a
weaker nish to 2021, we still see real PCE rising 8% year-over-year, and our changes to 2023 were
not enough to move the needle.

In December, the Omicron variant was in its beginning stages, and while we acknowledged its risk,
it was too early to incorporate into our outlook. Knowing more about the highly contagious variant,
we have taken down our growth rate for Q1-2022 by almost a full percentage point. Atop the
deterioration in the public health scene, Q1 of this year will also coincide with the peak rate of ination
on our forecast horizon, as we see CPI growing an annualized 7.0%. Alone, either of these would weigh
on real personal consumption expenditures (PCE), but together, consumers are hit with a double-
whammy. Services spending is the primary driver of our full-year real PCE growth in 2022 and 2023,
but Omicron could take the wind out of the service sector recovery early on this year. That said,
some high frequency measures have pointed to a desensitization among consumers, driving them to
continue their daily activities despite the risk of infection. Despite little appetite for new lockdowns,
short stang has forced many businesses to reduce operations, which limits consumers' spending
choices. Our longer-term outlook remains roughly unchanged besides some increased softness in the
second half of 2023. But the change in tone to a more hawkish Fed is also worth monitoring in future
months, as interest rate increases have the ability to tamp down demand in 2022 and 2023.

Investment: Equipment, Intellectual Property Products and Inventories
• We expect business xed investment grew at a weaker 1.9% annualized pace in the Q4-2021

—a sharp drop o from our December forecast's 6.7% annualized rate. This is driven by a 2.3%
annualized decline in Q4 equipment spending (previously +6.1%). Supply issues hampered
businesses' ability to condently invest late last year and likely delayed equipment purchases.

• We ramped up inventories in 2022 as companies rebuild after a year of frustratingly empty shelves.
We now expect a particularly strong +1.2pp contribution to GDP in Q2, up from +0.3pp in our
previous forecast. The second half of this year should also see a boost from inventories as we see
both Q3 and Q4 adding 0.7pp to real GDP.

Persistent supply chain issues derailed many businesses' investment plans late last year as equipment
orders were dicult to fulll and had a decent chance of arriving late. Due to these frustrations,
we now expect equipment spending fell at an annualized 2.3% in Q4 of last year, whittling total
business xed investment annualized growth to 1.9% and slowing 2021 year-over-year growth to
7.3%. Intellectual property did not experience the same fallout and remains roughly in line with our
December estimates. We still expect businesses to steadily invest throughout 2022 and 2023 and
forecast year-over-year increases to be 4.1% and 4.6%, respectively. Besides the more pessimistic
view for Q4-2021 equipment spending, the other major change we made comes from the inventory
line item. For months, manufacturers have been humming to restock shelves to what seems like no
avail. Despite their eorts, the inventory-to-sales ratio dropped to 1.24 in October, which matches the
record low set in March 2011, in data going back to 1992. In a bid to avoid missing out on lost sales
from low inventory this year, we now see triple digit (billions of dollars) inventory changes in three of
four quarters in 2022 as businesses try desperately to stockpile needed supplies. Rebuilding these
inventories should help boost real GDP signicantly, adding as much as 1.2pp to the headline in Q2 as
well as +0.7pp in Q3 and Q4 of this year.
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Investment: Residential
• We have dialed back our near-term outlook for residential investment. Material and labor

shortages have weighed on activity and are likely to persist throughout 2022.

• That said, we have raised our estimates in the second half of this year and throughout 2023.
Input cost pressures should begin to ease over the course of the year. Meanwhile, overall housing
demand remains robust and builders are condent in their ability to sell what they can build.

Persistent material and labor shortages have led to substantially higher input costs and extended
project timelines, which has constrained the pace of housing starts. The impact of supply shortages
is apparent in the rapid growth in units currently under construction. During November, there were
752,000 single-family homes under construction, the most in over a decade. Multifamily buildings
under construction, most of which are apartments, stands at 734,000, the highest since 1974.

Despite supply-side headwinds, home building ended 2021 on a strong note. Housing starts jumped
11.8% in November to a 1.679-million unit pace. Builders also remain upbeat. The NAHB/Wells Fargo
Housing Market Index (HMI), rose one point to 84 in December, nearing its all-time high. Supply side
challenges continue to force builders to limit home sales in new communities. There is a growing
backlog of projects that should keep builders busy for the next few years. Inventories of existing
homes for sale remain exceptionally low and buyer demand remains strong. Sales of new and existing
homes rose solidly in November, although sales for prior months were revised lower.

Investment: Nonresidential Structures
• We reduced our estimates for structures investment in Q4-2021 and throughout 2022.

Nonresidential activity is improving, but building material and labor costs are rising faster. Looking
further ahead, we have bumped up our forecast for 2023, as we expect more projects to get the
green light to move forward once post-pandemic occupancy trends and the availability and price of
materials and labor become more clear.

Supply-side constraints continue to weigh on nonresidential construction. Similar to the residential
sector, problems sourcing building materials and labor have driven input costs higher and lengthened
project timelines. Despite persistent shortages, however, nonresidential construction is starting to
gather a bit of momentum, as improving occupancy prospects encourage developers to move forward
with projects. Private nonresidential construction spending rose 6.7% year-over-year in November,
the highest since March 2020. November also marked the 10th consecutive month that the forward-
looking Architecture Billings Index (ABI) has been in expansion territory. New industrial and warehouse
development continues to rapidly expand, while sectors more acutely aected by the pandemic, such
as oce, lodging and education, have struggled to get back on track. As for energy investment, we
expect a moderate pace of exploration and drilling activity. Rising operating costs and environmental
concerns are set to weigh on capital expenditures over the forecast horizon.
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Labor Market
• We have lowered our estimates for payroll growth this year, as the Omicron wave will put hiring o

to a slow start and the availability of workers continues to present a headwind to hiring.

• Another sizable drop in the unemployment rate in December points to the labor market continuing
to rapidly tighten. We now expect the unemployment rate to end this year at 3.4%, and to march
past last cycle's low next year to reach 3.2% at the end of 2023.

• With the labor market clearly tight and businesses coming to grips with the need to raise pay to
nd and retain workers, we have bumped up our expectations for labor costs.

The December employment report showed hiring slowing even before the Omicron wave left
businesses sending workers back to their home oces or scrambling to cover shifts. But the recent
wave of COVID cases is likely to only temporarily disrupt hiring eorts. Measures of job openings,
layos and hiring plans all continue to point to exceptionally strong demand for workers. Supply
remains the more formidable challenge to job growth and has led to the unemployment rate
continuing to decline rapidly. While we expect to see more workers return to the labor force in coming
months, it is unlikely to be enough to keep the unemployment rate from falling further below the Fed's
long-run estimate. Labor cost growth should remain strong as a result, with the Employment Cost
Index running comfortably north of 3% through next year.

Ination
• Ination appears close to peaking, but is expected to remain well above the Fed's target this year.

We look for the core PCE deator in Q4 this year to be up 3.3% .

• We have upped our ination forecasts for the second half of this year and 2023, as Omicron's
likely extension of supply and demand imbalances in the goods sector ultimately reduces scope for
payback in goods prices and labor costs are likely to run hotter amid the tighter labor market.

December's Consumer Price Index showed ination still has considerable momentum heading
into 2022. We expect headline CPI to average 7.0% in the rst quarter before facing tougher base
comparisons this spring. But while ination may be close to peaking, it is not going away quietly.
Supply lines showed few signs of making inroads into meeting exceptional demand even before
the emergence of the Omicron variant threatened new disruptions and an extension of consumers'
proclivity for goods over services. We expect to see core goods ination remain solid this year as a
result, while services ination gathers further steam on the back of higher housing and labor costs.
Ination should still cool later this year and through 2023, but expectations of a tighter labor market
suggest the heat will remain turned up on compensation and make it dicult to rein in prices.
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Fiscal Policy
• Democrats' Build Back Better plan has stalled in Congress, with very little progress made over the

past month.

• Our forecast for the federal budget decit in FY 2022 and FY 2023 remains unchanged at $1.3
trillion and $900 billion, respectively.

Federal scal policy developments were a key driver of the U.S. economic outlook in 2021, but as 2022
begins, scal policy has quietly taken a back seat. Most of the pandemic-related scal policy support
has run its course, and Democrats' Build Back Better plan appears unlikely to become law anytime
soon. Congress increased the debt ceiling in December by $2.5 trillion, which should be enough
borrowing headroom to last through all of 2022. Separately, another government funding deadline is
approaching on February 18. Unless lawmakers come to an agreement on full-year spending totals, yet
another continuing resolution could be in the ong to avert a government shutdown.

Monetary Policy & Interest Rates
• We have increased the number of rate hikes we see coming from the Federal Reserve this year.

We now look for the FOMC to raise its target for the federal funds rate four times this year—up
from the two rate hikes we forecasted just a month ago—and we expect that the Committee will
implement three additional rate hikes in 2023.

• We expect that the FOMC will hike rates by 25 bps at the March 16 policy meeting and forecast
that the Committee will raise its target for the federal funds rate by 25 bps per quarter through
Q3-2023.

• In addition, we look for the FOMC to announce in the third quarter of this year that it will allow
some maturing Treasury securities and mortgage-backed securities to roll o the Fed's balance
sheet without re-investment in coming months.

Policymakers at the Federal Reserve have become more hawkish over the past month or so. For
starters, the FOMC increased the speed at which the Fed was tapering its asset purchases from $15
billion per month to $30 billion per month. The Fed is now on pace to conclude its asset purchases
in March, which will give the FOMC scope to begin raising its target for the federal funds rate. We
believe the Committee is likely to take that leeway and hike rates by 25 bps at the March 16 policy
meeting. Ination continues to run hotter than most FOMC members had expected just a few months
ago. Although the current high rate of ination is due partly to supply chain constraints, the Federal
Reserve can temper demand in interest rate-sensitive areas of spending and show its commitment to
maintaining price stability, thereby keeping ination expectations anchored, by raising rates.

We forecast that ination will slowly recede as supply chains start functioning more normally and
demand growth slows, but we believe that the rate of PCE ination will remain above the Fed's target
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of 2% through the end of next year. Consequently, we expect that the FOMC will continue to hike rates
by 25 bps per quarter through Q3-2023. In sum, we look for the Committee to raise its target for the
federal funds rate, which currently stands at 0.00%-0.25%, to 1.75%-2.00% by the second half of 2023.

We also expect the FOMC to announce in Q3-2023 that it intends to start shrinking the Fed's balance
sheet as an additional means of removing monetary accommodation. Indeed, the minutes of the
December 15 FOMC meeting revealed that members discussed issues related to the rundown of
the balance sheet. We expect that the Federal Reserve will initially allow up to $20 billion worth of
maturing Treasury securities and up to $5 billion worth of mortgage-backed securities (MBS) to roll
o its balance sheet on a monthly basis without re-investment. Over the next few months, we look for
the Fed to raise these caps by $10 billion per month for Treasury securities and $5 billion per month
for MBS. Following this monthly schedule, by early spring 2023 the Federal Reserve will allow up to
$70 billion of Treasury securities and up to $30 billion of MBS to roll o its balance sheet every month.
This shrinking in the Fed's balance sheet should contribute to the upward creep in yields on longer-
dated Treasury securities and mortgage rates, which we forecast in coming quarters.
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Net Exports
• We forecast net exports subtracted 0.3pp from headline growth in the fourth quarter and 1.8pp

from calendar year 2021. This is compared to the 0.7pp we had penciled in for Q4 and the 1.8pp
drag for 2021 in our previous update.

• The upcoming year will oer more of the same trends in terms of trade weighing on growth. A
combination of stronger domestic demand compared with the global economy as well as a years-
long inventory replenishment suggest that trade will weigh on growth in each quarter of 2022 with
a drag of 0.7 percentage points on full year GDP.

We have long expected trade to be a drag on headline growth in 2022, but our overall trade outlook
is aected by a change we made in the U.S. inventory line even though our expectations for global
growth remain more or less intact. We now anticipate a much stronger inventory build than previously,
as rms attempt to replenish bare warehouses and stockyards. Because supply chains remain under
pressure, the eorts by U.S. rms to restock takes the better part of the year in 2022 according to our
latest forecast. The result is stronger import growth reecting both those restocking eorts, as well
as the more robust recovery in the United States. Exports remain volatile, but as the global recovery
continues this year and domestic demand gradually slows, trade should be a more neutral force on
headline growth in 2023, but we expect trade to be a burden on growth every quarter of 2022.
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International Developments & the U.S. Dollar
• We have revised our 2022 global GDP forecast lower and now expect the global economy to grow

4.3% this year. Our global growth forecast still represents an above-trend growth rate; however,
the eects of the Omicron variant and earlier-than-expected monetary policy tightening from
the Fed and other central banks around the world have placed modest downward pressure on
economic activity.

• The lower global GDP forecast is primarily driven by a less optimistic outlook for the U.S. economy;
however, we also made a modest downward revision to our U.K. forecast for this year. In the
emerging markets, aggressive monetary tightening is having an impact on Brazilian economic
activity, and we have lowered our 2022 GDP forecast for Brazil as well. Our growth forecast for
China has not changed, but new restrictions and a commitment to the “Zero COVID” policy could
complicate the outlook.

• Foreign currencies have performed well to start the year; however, we maintain our view for a
broadly stronger U.S. dollar over the course of 2022 and into 2023. A more hawkish Federal
Reserve should result in capital ows toward the U.S. dollar and push the greenback higher against
most G10 and emerging market currencies.

• For further reading on the global economy, please see our most recent International Economic
Outlook.

 
The global economy continues to be pressured by the spread of COVID. Recently, the Omicron variant
has pushed infection rates to record highs and has also disrupted economic activity. Multiple countries
have imposed travel restrictions, while consumers have placed voluntary restrictions on themselves
and delayed their return to more normal activity. The initial spread of Omicron resulted in downward
revisions to our global GDP forecast; however, as the spread of the virus intensies, the impact on
economic activity seems to be more noticeable than we originally expected. On top of virus-related
disruptions, central banks are likely to continue tightening monetary policy, in particular the Federal
Reserve. As we note above, we now expect an earlier and quicker pace of tightening from the Fed. With
an initial rate hike in March now likely and additional hikes to follow, U.S. consumer activity is likely to
slow even further. As a result of Omicron disruptions and tighter Fed monetary policy, we have revised
our global growth forecast lower once again, and we now expect the global economy to grow 4.3% this
year.

A less optimistic outlook for the U.S. economy is the primary driver of our lower global growth
forecast; however, similar dynamics resulting in potentially slower growth have become apparent
internationally as well. In the United Kingdom, Omicron has spread aggressively and is showing early
signs of weighing on economic activity. While daily infections may be rolling over now, at its peak, a few
hundred thousand people per day were being infected with COVID. As a result, U.K. mobility dipped
and activity has slowed. Given these economic disruptions, we revised our 2022 growth forecast lower
and now expect the U.K. economy to grow 4.1%. In the emerging markets, tighter monetary policy is
having a noticeable eect on Brazilian activity. The Brazilian Central Bank lifted interest rates 725 bps
in 2021, and is likely to lift interest rates at least another 200 bps this year. Such aggressive tightening
has weighed on the broader Brazilian economy, and we now believe growth will slow below 1% this
year. And in China, although COVID outbreaks have popped up and restrictions have been imposed
once again, we have not made any revisions to our growth forecast, as we expect future monetary and
scal stimulus to oset current virus disruptions; however, we note that risks around our 5.5% 2022
GDP forecast are tilted toward slower growth.

Our views on the U.S. dollar have not changed materially, and we expect the greenback to strengthen
against most G10 and emerging market currencies in the foreseeable future. The Fed has already sped
up the tapering of its bond purchases, and with interest rate hikes now seemingly imminent, the Fed
has shifted to a more hawkish stance on monetary policy. As the Fed continues to tighten monetary
policy at a quicker pace than markets previously expected, we expect capital ows toward the U.S.
dollar to materialize over the course of this year. Over the rst few weeks of 2022, foreign currencies
have outperformed; however, as U.S. Treasury yields rise and the Fed maintains its hawkish approach,
we expect the current weaker U.S. dollar trend to reverse course.
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 2020 2021 2022 2023 2020 2021 2022 2023

Global (PPP Weights) -3.1% 5.7% 4.3% 3.2% 3.2% 4.2% 4.6% 3.5%

Advanced Economies
1 -4.5% 5.3% 4.1% 2.8% 0.7% 3.4% 4.1% 2.1%

United States -3.4% 5.6% 3.9% 3.1% 1.2% 4.7% 5.4% 2.5%

Eurozone -6.3% 5.2% 3.9% 2.2% 0.3% 2.6% 3.0% 1.7%

United Kingdom -9.8% 7.2% 4.1% 2.2% 0.9% 2.6% 3.8% 2.1%

Japan -4.6% 1.6% 3.7% 1.8% 0.0% -0.2% 0.6% 0.7%

Canada -5.3% 4.7% 4.7% 2.6% 0.7% 3.4% 3.2% 2.1%

Switzerland -2.5% 3.7% 3.1% 2.0% -0.7% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7%

Australia -2.4% 4.1% 3.1% 3.1% 0.9% 2.5% 2.3% 2.2%

New Zealand -2.1% 5.3% 3.2% 2.9% 1.7% 3.7% 3.9% 2.2%

Sweden -2.8% 4.8% 3.5% 2.2% 0.7% 2.0% 2.1% 1.5%

Norway -0.8% 4.0% 4.2% 2.1% 1.3% 3.3% 2.2% 1.9%

 

Developing Economies
1 -2.1% 6.0% 4.5% 3.5% 5.1% 4.8% 4.9% 4.6%

China 2.3% 7.8% 5.5% 5.4% 2.4% 1.0% 2.1% 2.2%

India -7.3% 7.8% 9.2% 5.0% 6.2% 5.0% 4.9% 4.7%

Mexico -8.3% 5.6% 3.0% 2.1% 3.4% 5.7% 5.1% 3.8%

Brazil -4.1% 4.8% 0.7% 2.0% 3.2% 8.5% 6.0% 3.8%

Forecast as of: January 13, 2022

1
Aggregated Using PPP Weights 

GDP CPI

Wells Fargo International Economic Forecast

Source: International Monetary Fund and Wells Fargo Economics

(End of Quarter Rates)  

 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

United States 0.50% 0.75% 1.00% 1.25% 1.50% 1.75%

Eurozone
1 -0.50% -0.50% -0.50% -0.50% -0.50% -0.50%

United Kingdom 0.25% 0.50% 0.50% 0.75% 0.75% 1.00%

Japan -0.10% -0.10% -0.10% -0.10% -0.10% -0.10%

Canada 0.25% 0.50% 0.75% 1.00% 1.25% 1.50%

 

 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

United States 1.20% 1.45% 1.70% 1.90% 2.00% 2.10%

Eurozone
2

-0.60% -0.60% -0.55% -0.55% -0.50% -0.50%

United Kingdom 0.75% 0.90% 1.05% 1.20% 1.30% 1.40%

Japan -0.10% -0.10% -0.10% -0.05% -0.05% -0.05%

Canada 1.05% 1.20% 1.35% 1.50% 1.60% 1.70%

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

United States 1.90% 2.05% 2.15% 2.20% 2.25% 2.30%

Eurozone
2

-0.10% -0.05% 0.05% 0.15% 0.30% 0.45%

United Kingdom 1.15% 1.30% 1.40% 1.50% 1.55% 1.60%

Japan 0.15% 0.15% 0.15% 0.20% 0.20% 0.20%

Canada 1.85% 2.05% 2.15% 2.25% 2.30% 2.35%

Forecast as of: January 13, 2022

1
 ECB Deposit Rate 

2 
German Government Bond Yield  

Wells Fargo International Interest Rate Forecast

Central Bank Key Policy Rate

2-Year Note

2022

2022

2022

2023

2023

2023

10-Year Note

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and Wells Fargo Economics
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This Month's Economic Calendar
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

10 11 12 13 14

Mester* (Cleveland Fed) CPI (YoY) PPI Final Demand (YoY) Import Price Idx (MoM); Nov 0.7%, Dec 0.2% (W)

Speaks on Bloomberg Television December 7.0% November 9.6%; December 9.8% (W) Retail Sales (MoM); Nov 0.3%, Dec 0.2% (W)

George* (Kansas City Fed) Kashkari (Minneapolis Fed) Brainard* (Board of Governors) Industrial Prod. (MoM); Nov 0.5%, Dec 0.3% (W)

Discusses the Economic & Policy Outlook Discusses the Economic Outlook Senate Hearing on Brainard's Nomination United Kingdom Monthly GDP (MoM)

Powell* (Fed Chair) Federal Reserve Releases Beige Book Previous 0.1%

Senate Hearing on Powell's Nomination Williams* (Vice Chair of FOMC)

Speaks on Council on Foreign Relations

17 18 19 20 21

Martin Luther King Jr. Day Bank of Japan Rate Decision Housing Starts (SAAR) Existing Home Sales (SAAR)

[U.S. Markets Closed] Previous -0.10% (Policy Balance Rate) November 1,679K November 6.46M

China GDP (YoY) United Kingdom CPI (YoY) Japan National CPI (YoY)

Previous 4.9% Previous 5.1% Previous 0.6%

FOMC Blackout Period Begins

24 25 26 27 28

Consumer Confidence New Home Sales (SAAR); Nov 744K Durable Goods Orders (MoM) Employment Cost Index (QoQ)

December 115.8 Bank of Canada Rate Decision November 2.6% Q3-2021  1.3%

Previous 0.25% GDP (QoQ, Annualized) Personal Income & Spending (MoM)

FOMC Rate Decision (Upper Bound) Q3-2021  2.3% November 0.4% (Income); 0.6% (Spending)

Previous 0.25%

Powell* (Fed Chair)

Hosts Press Conference Following FOMC Decision

31 1 2 3 4

Eurozone GDP (YoY) Canada GDP (YoY) Central Bank of Brazil Rate Decision ECB Rate Decision Nonfarm Payrolls

Previous 3.9% Previous 3.8% Previous 9.25% (Selic Rate) Previous -0.50% (Deposit Rate) December 199K

Mexico GDP (YoY) ISM Manufacturing Index Eurozone CPI Estimate (YoY) Bank of England Rate Decision

Previous 4.5% December 58.7 Previous 5.0% Previous 0.25% (Bank Rate)

Reserve Bank of Australia Rate Decision JOLTS ISM Services Index

Previous 0.10% (Cash Rate) November 10,562K December 62.0

Note: (W) = Wells Fargo Estimate,  (C) = Consensus Estimate, * = voting FOMC member in 2022, Purple = Market Moving Releases

Dallas Fed Hosts Town-Hall Dicussion on its 

President Search

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Federal Reserve System, U.S. Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, Institute for Supply Management, Conference Board and Wells Fargo Economics
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